Short AV interval VDD pacing does not prevent tilt induced vasovagal syncope in patients with cardioinhibitory vasovagal syndrome.
Eleven subjects (mean age 50 years, range 33-71 years), who had previously received permanent dual chamber pacemakers for cardioinhibitory vasovagal syncope, underwent paired Westminster protocol tilt tests, one with short AV delay VDD pacing and one without pacing, to test the hypothesis that continuous ventricular pacing would prevent the cardiac initiation of vasovagal syncope. Nine (82%) of the paced tilts produced positive vasovagal outcomes compared with seven (64%) of the unpaced tilts. No important differences in the heart rate or blood pressure behavior during tilt or the time to positive vasovagal outcomes were observed between the paired tilts. There was more accelerated syncope/presyncope once symptoms had developed during the paced tilts of subjects in whom both study tilts were positive, although this did not reach statistical significance (P = 0.054). This study shows that atrial synchronous ventricular pacing does not prevent the initiation, or progression, of tilt induced vasovagal syncope in predisposed subjects.